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Paleoepidemiological Patterns of Interpersonal Aggression in a Prehistoric Central California Population From CA-ALA-329
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ABSTRACT Interpersonal aggression is assessed paleoepidemiologically in a large skeletal population from the CA-ALA-329 site located on the southeastern side of San Francisco Bay, California. This comprehensive analysis included all currently recognized skeletal criteria, including craniofacial fracture, projectile injury, forearm fracture, and perimortem bone modification. Craniofacial injury is moderately common, showing an adult prevalence of 9.0% with facial lesions accounting for >50% of involvement. Clinical studies suggest that such separate evaluation of facial involvement provides a useful perspective for understanding patterns of interpersonal aggression. In this group male facial involvement is significantly greater than in females, paralleling the pattern found widely in contemporary populations as well as in African apes. When compared to other North American skeletal samples the prevalence of adult cranial vault injury (3.3%) and especially projectile injury (4.4%) are quite high. However, well documented populations from southern California show markedly higher prevalence for both types of skeletal markers of aggression. Forearm fracture is also assessed using a rigorous radiographic methodology and results suggest that these injuries are not reliable indicators of interpersonal aggression. Lastly, perimortem bone modification was not observed in this population, although it has been recorded from other (older) sites nearby. This study provides an evaluation of multiple skeletal markers of interpersonal aggression in the largest sample from a single site yet reported in North America and, joined with consideration of cultural context, helps further illuminate both geographic and temporal patterns of interpersonal aggression in California. Am J Phys Anthropol 000:000–000, 2008. © 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Aggression and violence are not uncommon among mammalian species and have been especially well documented among our closest primate relatives (Lovell, 1991; Jurmain, 1997). Warfare in humans obviously intensifies both the frequency and intensity of interpersonal aggression, and such seemingly self-destructive behavior is thought to have been very common throughout human history (Keeley, 1996). But even such supposedly distinctive organized violence is not entirely unique to our species (Goodall, 1986; Wrangham and Peterson, 1996).

Skeletal data derived from archaeological contexts provide an especially rich resource to investigate the nature and frequency of interpersonal aggression in prehistory (Lambert, 2002). Much of the paleopathological literature has focused primarily on descriptive analysis, but there are some outstanding early examples of a more population-based approach to understanding skeletal trauma (most notably, Wood Jones, 1910).

More recently, paleoepidemiological assessments of skeletal trauma have become more systematic (Lovejoy and Heiple, 1981; Webb, 1995; Grauer and Roberts, 1996; Kilgore et al., 1997; Judd and Roberts, 1999; Judd, 2002, 2004). Several contributions have concentrated more specifically on probable evidence of interpersonal aggression (Walker, 1989; Smith, 1996, 1997, 2003; Lambert, 1994, 1997; Jurmain and Bellifemine, 1997; Ogilvie and Hilton, 2000; Standen and Arriaza, 2000; Dawson et al., 2003; Willey and Emerson, 1993; Williamson et al., 2003; Lessa and Mendoça de Souza, 2004; Judd, 2006, 2008; Roksandic et al., 2006; Torres-Rouff and Costa Junqueira, 2006; Buzon and Richman, 2007; Tung, 2007; Steadman, 2008).

In the present study we report on skeletal evidence of interpersonal aggression from a large, well-preserved skeletal collection from the CA-ALA-329 site in central California. This site is of particular note, since it represents one of the largest curated collections from a single site in the western US. Moreover, owing to carefully controlled excavations, archaeological context is well documented and includes a wealth of grave-associated artifacts.

Traumatic involvement and some aspects of interpersonal aggression at this site have been previously reported (Jurmain, 1991; Jurmain and Bellifemine, 1997). Grant sponsor: College of Behavioral and Social Sciences Strategic Performance, California State University, Chico.
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Further access to a significant new portion of the sample as well as more recently published approaches for assessing interpersonal aggression warranted a comprehensive and much expanded reanalysis.

First, we recently had the opportunity to analyze additional skeletal material from the site (N = 61 individuals) curated at the University of California, Berkeley (UCB). Second, more recent publications emphasizing the importance of facial injury (Jurmain, 1997, 1999) and nasal fractures in particular (Walker, 1997) have been recognized since we completed our earlier research. In addition, more rigorous radiographic analyses of forearm fracture as developed by Judd and Roberts (1999) and recently refined by Judd (2008) are important in understanding the etiopathogenesis of forearm injury in this population. The recent highly intriguing reports of perimortem bone modification, including probable prehistoric trophy taking in central California (Andrushko et al., 2005), stimulated us to reassess the collection to determine whether the CA-ALA-329 population showed similar evidence. The addition of new data, enhanced methodologies, and a comprehensive team approach allowed us to develop a research design with the following goals: (1) examine the patterning and frequency of interpersonal aggression in this population as revealed by the more specific distribution of lesions by anatomical location, sex, age, and temporal period; (2) document any correlation among the various skeletal indicators of aggression to assess the reliability of particular indicators, especially the cross-correlations of other indicators with forearm injury in the interpretation of so-called "parry fractures"; (3) systematically compare the paleoepidemiology of this population with other well-controlled samples (most pertinently from California, but also from other regions of North America). While such comparable data on interpersonal aggression have not yet been widely reported, population-based comparisons of available datasets allow for more quantifiable, more accurate, and ultimately more testable hypotheses regarding the nature and prevalence of aggression through time and across space. Finally, we explore cultural explanations for variation in the expression and prevalence of markers of interpersonal aggression in prehistoric California samples in regard to possible resource competition and changing patterns of weapon use.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Originally classified a "shellmound" by Nelson (1909), CA-ALA-329 is actually a conspicuous earthen mound site with various amounts of shell mixed within its stratified soil deposits. The site is one of four closely clustered mounds located within the Coyote Hills approximately 20 miles north of San Jose adjacent to wetlands along the southeastern side of San Francisco Bay (see Fig. 1). In overall dimensions CA-ALA-329 is a large prehistoric mortuary mound, 12–15 feet high, consisting of approximately 20,900 cubic yards of stratified deposit. The site was partially excavated under controlled conditions by several institutions, including UC Berkeley, Stanford University, San Jose State University, and Hayward State University (Coberly, 1973; Leventhal, 1993; Wilson, 1993).

Of the 48,670 shell, bone and stone artifacts recovered from the San Jose State University excavations, a total of 44,210 (91%) were directly associated with burials. Given only minimal post-depositional disturbance to the site, only 9% of artifacts were recovered from the mound matrix, and many of these were likely derived from disturbed burials (Yates, 1875; Coberly, 1973; Leventhal, 1993).

The chronology of the site has been well established through 45 radiocarbon dates, obsidian hydration, time sensitive artifacts (e.g., cut shell beads and pendants), and stratigraphic superposition that places the primary period of occupation from AD 500 to the Protohistoric Period but prior to European contact (ca. 1769); there are, in addition, four interments dating prior to AD 500, including one dating to 200–100 BC (Leventhal, 1993; Groza, 2002).

The temporal sequence developed for prehistoric central California (Bennyhoff and Hughes 1987; Bennyhoff and Fredrickson, 1984) is used to seriate our sample. The two periods to which all of the burials are assigned include the Middle Period (beginning ~500 BC) and Late Period (beginning ~AD 900). The Late Period is further divided into Phase I (AD 900–1500) and Phase II (AD 1500–1769). CA-ALA-329 represents primarily a Late Period occupation with the majority of burials dating after AD 500.

Modern marshland communities were established in the southern San Francisco Bay Area by 2,000 BP, and marked a period of more stable local environmental conditions compared to the middle Holocene (West, 1993). Periods of reduced freshwater inflow into San Francisco Bay from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta are indicated by changes in salinity and pollen records, and correspond to drought conditions dating to ca. 3,000–2,500 BP and ca. 1,750–750 BP (Byrne et al., 2001). Although it is unclear to what degree these oscillating environmental conditions may have impacted prehistoric societies, Ingram (1998) and Lightfoot and Luby (2002) note
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a reduction in the number of site components dating to the latter drought period, which roughly corresponds to the Medieval Climatic Anomaly (MCA). However, at CA-ALA-329, there is little evidence to suggest a disruption in the use of the site corresponding to the drought conditions of the MCA (Leventhal, 1993).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The largest archaeological excavations were conducted from 1959 to 1968 by San Jose State University (SJSU) and Stanford University (SU) and retrieved approximately 442 individuals. Preservation was generally excellent, and approximately one-third of burials were found largely intact (see Fig. 2). A minimum of 298 individuals comprises the curated SJSU portion of the sample; these well-preserved materials form the core sample used in the reanalysis reported here. However, the 144 individuals excavated by Stanford University archaeological field crews were reinterred in 1992 prior to final passage and initial implementation of NAGPRA. Owing to Stanford University's insistence to repatriate and reinter these individuals, this portion of the sample is obviously no longer available for further study. Those data collected prior to reinterment are included in this study and, where appropriate, were further augmented by assessment of photographs and radiographs. Nevertheless, there are unavoidable limitations when doing various analyses and interpretations of our samples. For the Stanford University portion of the sample we were not able to assess nasal fractures or do the necessary radiography to evaluate forearm injury. In addition, the evaluation of facial fracture in the SJSU and UCB samples included a more rigorous assessment of degree of preservation than was done in earlier work (Jurmain and Bellifemine, 1997). As a result of less complete control of relevant sample size, the Stanford individuals were not included in all analyses.

With this more rigorous control of sample representation, we could focus more confidently on individuals that preserved the relevant anatomical regions. For example, in the reanalysis of (combined) craniofacial injury in the SJSU and UCB materials, we included those individuals with complete cranial vaults and complete facial representation. In the text and tables this better controlled portion of the overall sample that includes only SJSU and UCB materials is referred to as a "restricted sample." We have reconfigured the samples in this way to make the prevalence calculations more complete and likely more reliable. In a dilemma faced by all paleoepidemiologists, introducing more rigor to sample selection will almost surely reduce sample size, but, at the same time, will also reduce the likelihood of false negatives. Additionally, the sample that includes material from SJSU, UCB, and SU is used for analysis of cranial trauma, and in the text and tables is designated as the "full sample." These different samples are shown in Table 1 and are also noted as they are evaluated in this study.

In addition, as noted, we have recently expanded our sample to include skeletal material from CA-ALA-329 curated at the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology (UCB). This collection represents approximately 61 individuals. The total study sample thus comprises an estimated 503 individuals. For the two types of most diagnostic injuries indicative of interpersonal aggression (craniofacial and projectile wounds) all individuals were evaluated, including infants. However, since trauma resulting from interpersonal aggression is much more commonly found in adult skeletons, the majority of our analyses included only individuals reliably aged as >15 years (N = 342). Virtually all other paleoepidemiological studies of trauma/interpersonal aggression also focus on adult material, and our research design thus facilitates comparisons with other populations.

The available sample including cranial and postcranial remains used for analysis of projectile injury was composed of 158 males, 154 females, and 81 individuals of indeterminate sex (30 of whom were adults) (Table 1). Occasionally individuals younger than 16 can be victims of interpersonal aggression, and at CA-ALA-329, a juvenile aged 13-15 years had a cranial depression fracture. Thus, for some analyses we also include with the adults

![Fig. 2. Example of well preserved skeleton from CA-ALA-329, shown in situ during excavation.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Skeletal samples from CA-ALA-329</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted: SJSU, UCB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Includes individuals >10 years old (adolescents and adult age groups).
- Samples available used to assess each type of injury.
- All burials included, even fragmentary ones, that could be assigned to either "adolescent" or "adult" age categories.
- Combined sample preserving both face and vault.
- Indeterminate sex.
- San Jose State University (SJSU), UC Berkeley (UCB), and Stanford (SU) materials.
- Not applicable. Restricted sample used only in analysis of vault, facial and combined craniofacial involvement.
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the juvenile portion of the sample, aged 10–15 years (N = 51).

All individuals were aged and sexed using standard osteological criteria (Ubelaker, 1989; Buikstra and Ubelaker, 1994; Bass, 1995). The SJSU and SU portions of the sample were aged and sexed by R.J., while the UCB portion was evaluated by EJB. All criteria were analogous, except as noted below. Assessment of sex was augmented by metric analysis (Dittrick and Suchey, 1986). Given that the sample used was restricted to mature (or mostly mature) individuals, age was assessed using primarily pubic symphysis remodeling (Todd, 1920, 1921; Katz and Suchey, 1986; Brooks and Suchey, 1990), as well as auricular surface remodeling (Lovejoy et al., 1985), and in a few cases that lacked intact pelvis (for the UCB portion of the sample), ectocranial cranial suture closure (Meindl and Lovejoy, 1985). For the adolescents and young adults, age at death was evaluated primarily on the basis of later stages of epiphyseal union.

Evaluation and differential diagnosis of osseous lesions were primarily macroscopic, and where appropriate, assisted by a hand lens and/or dissecting microscope. Radiography further assisted in evaluating all ambiguous lesions observed on gross examination as well as providing further data from survey radiographs of long bones for a large portion of the sample. All the radiographs were taken at the SJSU Student Health Center by X-ray technicians assisted by one of the authors (in a few cases from earlier research, such support was provided by other research assistants from the physical anthropology laboratory). In addition to approximately 200 radiographic plates used in prior analyses, we had 44 more radiographs taken, including approximately 25 used to assess the subcortical involvement in projectile injuries indicating degree of healing, and seven used to assess craniofacial bone remodeling. Because the evaluation of forearm fractures is especially dependent on radiographic criteria, a further 12 plates were taken of ulnae and radii (all under the supervision of DD). A rigorous approach was employed following the methodology suggested by Grauer and Roberts (1996) and elaborated by Judd and Roberts (1999) and most recently by Judd (2008). Using an AmeriCorp LX 125 Collimator 3 Phase Generator Picker GX550, the images were taken on a 14 × 17” regular cassette at 40” on a table top X-ray machine; settings were calibrated at 42 kV at 1.8 mA.

With a team of multiple observers, it is crucial to ensure consistency in data collection to minimize interobserver error. Accordingly, specific team members undertook each of the individual osteological analyses. VB was the primary researcher who gathered the initial data on craniofacial involvement in the San Jose and Stanford University materials and also served as the lead researcher reevaluating cranial vault involvement in the SJSU sample.

A more rigorous and systematic evaluation of facial involvement was carried out by I.N. for the entire SJSU collection. I.N. and E.J.B. examined the UCB sample for vault and facial involvement following an identical protocol developed for the SJSU sample. RJ initially evaluated projectile point involvement on the San Jose and Stanford University materials. The SJSU subsample was reevaluated by M.A. and D.D. under the direct supervision of R.J. The UCB subsample was later fully evaluated by M.A. and D.D. Data from the Stanford University subsample was based entirely on the earlier analyses by R.J. Forearm involvement was performed by D.D. on the SJSU subsample. Although the Stanford University sample had been assessed macroscopically (by R.J.) using comparable methods, and in several cases using radiography, these data do not meet the more rigorous requirements of the current study. Thus, these materials, as well as those from UCB (where radiographic analysis has not yet been possible), are not included in our analysis of forearm fractures. Lastly, evidence of perimortem bone modification in the SJSU sample was evaluated by R.J.

Statistical comparisons of trauma prevalence were computed using chi-square tests, and Fisher’s exact test was used when expected counts were less than five. Statistical significance was set at the α = 0.05 level.

**RESULTS**

In this study osteological evidence of interpersonal aggression involved evaluation of craniofacial fracture, projectile injury (most crucially, embedded obsidian projectiles/projectile fragments), forearm fracture, and perimortem bone modification.

**Craniofacial injury**

Among the most commonly used indicators of interpersonal aggression is craniofacial fracture. In the full sample of adults and adolescents (SJSU, UCB, and ST), 245 partial or complete crania were available for analysis (Table 1). A total of 15 individuals had evidence of healed or healing craniofacial fracture. Thirteen healed cranial vault lesions were found in eight individuals, of which six were located on the parietals, four on the frontal, and three on the occipital. There was little evidence of any lateral bias in vault involvement, with eight of the lesions on the right side and five on the left. In addition, nine cases of facial injury were observed, and included five nasal fractures, three of the zygomatic/zygomatic arch, and one of the mandible. For the non-nasal fractures, three were on the right side and one on the left. In the 15 involved cases, two individuals showed both cranial vault and facial lesions. Statistically significant differences were found between the combined craniofacial injuries and the side on which they occur. Most of the lesions (70%) are located on the right side (P = 0.001).

The overall prevalence in the full sample of adult/adolescent cranial vault injury was 3.3% (N = 245) (Table 2). When considering adults only (>15 years), seven cases were found, yielding a prevalence of 3.1% (N = 225). For facial involvement specifically calculated from the more restricted sample (SJSU; UCB), all cases were in adults, with a prevalence of 6.1% (N = 114). Combined adult craniofacial prevalence of both complete and incomplete crania was 9.0% (N = 111).

The distribution of cranial injury by sex has often been reported and is of considerable interest. At CALA-329 in the restricted sample the prevalence of facial involvement among males was more marked at 13.2% (N = 53), with no involvement in females (N = 62). This difference is highly significant (P = 0.004). Evaluating overall craniofacial involvement by sex also yielded a significant difference. Male prevalence was 20.0% (N = 50), while female prevalence was 16.0% (N = 62) (P = 0.002) (Table 3).
TABLE 2. Craniofacial Injury and overall prevalence results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples used</th>
<th>Region evaluated</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete sample:</td>
<td>Cranial vault</td>
<td>Adult and adol.</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJSU, UCB, SU</td>
<td>Face</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vault and face</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted sample:</td>
<td>Cranial vault</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJSU, UCB</td>
<td>Face</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vault and face</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. Craniofacial injury and adult prevalence by sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region evaluated</th>
<th>Samples used</th>
<th>Male, N (%)</th>
<th>Female, N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>SJSU, UCB</td>
<td>53 (13.2)</td>
<td>62 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vault and face (combined)</td>
<td>SJSU, UCB</td>
<td>50 (20.0)</td>
<td>62 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4. Prevalence of projectile injury by temporal period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal period</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle: 500 BC to AD 900</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Phase I: AD 900 to AD 1500</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Phase II: AD 1500 to AD 1769</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The age distribution of affected individuals in this (restricted) sample showed no significant difference between younger (aged 16–34) and older adults (35+) for vault, facial, or combined craniofacial involvement. While no significant temporal difference was observed among prevalence of facial and combined craniofacial trauma, a significant increase was found for vault involvement for the full sample between Late Period Phase I (0.8%) and Late Period Phase II (6.8%) (P = 0.05).

In addition to healed cranial trauma, three perimortem vault fractures also were diagnosed in this population (N = 192, from the restricted sample). Because perimortem lesions are less diagnostic than healed ones, these cases are not included in any of the above prevalence calculations. Two of the perimortem victims were males and one female, and estimated age at death of all involved individuals was >35 years. As with healed craniofacial trauma, perimortem fractures showed clear predisposition for the right side. In two cases the fractures were located on the posterior right parietal, and one male had a fracture on the right temporal.

**Projectile injury**

Projectile injury is also quite common in this population with a total of 17 embedded points in 15 individuals. The overall prevalence in the combined adult sample of each injury is 4.4% (N = 342). Of the individuals with projectile wounds, nine are males (showing a prevalence of 5.7%; N = 158). Females are less commonly affected, with a prevalence of 1.9% (N = 154). However, this difference does not attain statistical significance (P = 0.139). It should be noted that three of the affected individuals are of indeterminate sex.

The age distribution of the projectile wounds reveals a significantly higher prevalence in young adults (16–34 years) than in older adults (35+). Younger adults show almost five times the prevalence rate (7.4%, N = 148) compared with older adults (1.5%, N = 138) (P = 0.15).

Some wounds appear not to be as serious and are well healed. In those three individuals with healed wounds in whom age could be estimated, the average age at death was 35.2 years. Perhaps more interesting is the age distribution of individuals with unhealed injuries. Among this group, we found an average age of only 23.4 (N = 10), far younger than in those individuals with healed wounds.

Analysis of patterns of involvement of projectile injury by the three temporal periods of occupation at CA-ALA-329 range from a low of 3.2% in the Middle Period to 5.6% in the Late Period, Phase I (Table 4). However, no temporal comparisons of the three periods approached statistical significance.

The anatomical location of projectile wounds is varied, with two embedded injuries of the skull (parietal, mandible), three of the upper limb (humerus/scapula, radius, ulna), two of the sternum (manubrium), eight of the vertebral column (ranging from T6 to L5), and two of the pelvis (ilium). From a general perspective of overall anatomical orientation, nine of the wounds are primarily anterior, while eight are primarily posterior (see Fig. 3). In terms of laterality, as expected, most wounds are on or near the midline. Only three injuries are more peripheral, all to the left upper limb. Since we can assume that there was some lethal intent, or at least a focused objective to hit the targeted individual, aiming at the thorax (or secondarily the head) was likely deliberate. The peripheral wounds were probably more unintentional,

Fig. 3. Anatomical location of embedded projectile points in the CA-ALA-329 sample.
either due to imprecise aim or due to a limb being struck in the line of fire.

Forearm injury

Aspects of forearm fracture have been commonly used as indicators of interpersonal aggression. Most notably, unlar fractures, particularly of the left side, have often been termed “parry fractures.” For the combined SJSU and Stanford University samples, unlar fractures show a prevalence of 2.2% (N = 290), and radial fractures show a prevalence of 2.3% (N = 301). In terms of laterality, there is only slightly greater involvement of the left ulna (9L/6R) and left radius (8L/5R).

Clinical data show forearm fractures can result either from falls or from deliberate direct blows. These are identified by fracture types, as either “transverse,” thought to indicate direct force trauma from a blow or “oblique,” considered more as an indication of indirect force caused by accidental falls. Because on gross examination these types of lesions can look identical and consequently make reliable differential diagnosis ambiguous, a further radiographic technique was used. Methodological recommendations by Grauer and Roberts (1990), Judd and Roberts (1990), and Judd (2008) suggest that radiographic analysis be used as a further step in diagnosing forearm fractures to provide visual assessment of fracture types.

When utilizing radiographs for diagnostic assessment of the SJSU CA-ALA-329 sample, results indicate a reinterpretation of previous analyses of these individuals (Jurmain, 1991). Based on the above methodological recommendations, this sample shows only one individual with evidence of direct force trauma to the left ulna resulting in a transverse fracture ostensibly associated with interpersonal aggression. This individual was a male between the ages of 31 and 35, with the fracture located on the diaphysis approximately two-thirds distal to the proximal end. The ipsilateral radius is present and unfractured. The remaining six unlar fractures for both left and right involvement were oblique in nature indicating that these individuals most likely incurred their injuries from accidental causes.

Three of the individuals, two male and one female, had ipsilateral ulnar and radial fracture involvement. All involved individuals were aged 20–39 years, and the two females males both of 35–44, with ununited healing. A third case of an ununited fracture was found in the left ulna of a female aged 21–30 years.

Perimortem bone modification

In central California there is also evidence of perimortem bone modification (i.e., alterations to fresh bone), in some cases highly suggestive of trophy taking (Andruskho et al., 2005). In order to assess perimortem modification, periaricular areas of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, and knee were examined. A total of 183 adult individuals (>15 years) drawn from the SJSSU materials made up the available sample. In the upper limb 1,458 joint areas were assessed, and 712 separate areas in the lower limb were also observed. Of the combined 2,170 periaricular regions evaluated, no conclusive evidence of bone modification was found.

Patterns of interpersonal aggression can be further understood through analysis of correlations among the varied osseous indicators. Table 5 shows all involved cases with craniofacial injury, projectile wounds, or particular manifestations of forearm fracture. (Note: There were no cases of perimortem bone modification).

As seen, 29 individuals have at least one osseous indicator of interpersonal aggression. However, there is little correlation among the various indicators. As noted, two individuals have evidence of both cranial vault and facial involvement. The only other instance of multiple traumatic involvement is an adult male who shows both cranial vault fracture and evidence of direct force trauma to his left ulna. In fact, this case is the only example of such forearm involvement found in this analysis.

DISCUSSION

Craniofacial injury

Craniofacial injury at CA-ALA-329 is moderate in frequency and severity, as compared to other North American, and more specifically, to other California populations. At CA-ALA-329, in the restricted sample, adult crania show a 2.8% prevalence of vault injury. Another contemporaneous earthen mound site, CA-SCL-038, located approximately 10 miles south of CA-ALA-329, was also evaluated by the senior author (Jurmain, 2001). The prevalence of vault injury at CA-SCL-038 (3.8%; N = 150) is very similar to that at CA-ALA-329. When comparing combined craniofacial involvement, the prevalence at CA-SCL-038 (4.4%; N = 159) is lower than at CA-ALA-329 (9.0%). All of this difference is due to a higher prevalence of facial injury at CA-ALA-329. Simi-
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lar levels of cranial vault injury (2.7%) have been found by Newman (1957) in a skeletal series that consisted of several sites from the Central Valley, located to the northeast of the San Francisco Bay Area.

Skeletal research in southern California has shown a markedly higher prevalence of cranial vault fracture than found at CA-ALA-329 and other central California sites. Walker (1989) and Lambert (1994, 1997) systematically analyzed a very large skeletal series from the Santa Barbara Channel region. Walker reported overall population vault involvement at 19.4% (N = 744). Lambert (1994) in a further, more expanded study, evaluated the paleoepidemiology of cranial vault fracture through a variety of controlled comparisons. Her adult sample showed a prevalence of 19.8% (N = 663). When also including adolescents 10 years or older (N = 716), the prevalence was 19.0%.

Lambert also investigated patterns of cranial vault involvement by age and temporal period. Results showed increasing prevalence with age, peaking at 21.3% in older and mature adults (>26 years) and paralleling the findings in our study.

The temporal patterning of cranial vault injuries among prehistoric Santa Barbara Channel populations is also most intriguing. Lambert's sample spanned 7,500 years. Prevalence was shown to be quite high in all periods, ranging from a low of 9.5% in an earlier portion of the sequence (ca. 3,500–1,400 BC) and peaking at 25.1% in the succeeding period (ca. 1,400 BC to AD 300).

Tyson (1977) analyzed a much smaller sample (N = 49) from Baja California and found the highest degree of vault involvement (30.6%) yet reported from a North American population. Clearly, cranial trauma was much more common in regions of southern California than has been found to the north in central California.

From other North American archaeological locales, where moderate levels of interpersonal aggression have been suggested, prevalence levels of vault injury similar to those in central California have also been reported. For example, Smith (2006) found a prevalence of 3.6% in Eastern Tennessee. The most extreme example comes from the Crow Creek site in South Dakota where 41% of crania showed perimortem trauma (Wylie, 1990; Wylie and Emerson, 1993). However, this population was massacred in a single attack, with most victims also being mutilated.

Numerous less systematic studies from North America have found similar levels of vault involvement to that in central California, varying between 2% and 5% prevalence in the American Southwest (Hooton, 1930; Stewart and Quade, 1969; Miles, 1975), Illinois (Morse, 1969), and Kentucky (Snow, 1948).

In addition, from elsewhere in the world, several recent well-controlled studies showed a high prevalence of cranial vault trauma ranging from 8%–29% (Standen and Arriza, 2000; Lessa and Mendonco de Souza, 2004; Judd, 2006; Torres-Rouff and Costa Junqueira, 2006; Tung, 2007).

Evidence from vault lesions alone, or when combined as overall craniofacial involvement, can be highly informative regarding aspects of potentially violent behavior. Examining facial injury (including nasal involvement) separately can provide a further useful perspective. As noted, most researchers have not specifically recorded prevalence of facial injury, but some recent exceptions are notable (Owsley et al., 1994; Jurmain and Bellifemine, 1997; Walker, 1997; Standen and Arriza, 2000; Jurmain, 2001; Judd, 2006; Torres-Rouff and Costa Junqueira, 2006).

It is particularly illuminating to look at sex-related patterns of facial involvement. In some archaeological samples, only minimal facial involvement was found and little variance between sexes has been observed (Standen and Arriza, 2000; Jurmain, 2001; Judd, 2006).

By contrast, contemporary clinical data show a markedly higher prevalence of facial injury in males compared to females. A survey of 26 recent epidemiological studies of craniofacial trauma, collected from all major regions of the world in developing and developed countries, showed a range of proportional male involvement varying between 67%–91%. When considering the 11 studies focusing solely on facial trauma, the proportion of male involvement varied from 75%–91% (Jurmain and Kilgore, 2007).

Moreover, data on African great apes also show significantly greater male involvement for facial injury (Jurmain and Kilgore, 1998, 2007). Thus, it is intriguing that prehistoric human samples generally have not shown a similar consistent pattern. The systematic data collection on CA-ALA-329 cranial material, however, does reveal a significant male preponderance of facial injury, but (as in apes) not such a notable difference for vault injuries. Overall the pattern at CA-ALA-329 conforms more closely to the wider dataset available among contemporary human populations and to that suggested even more generally in African apes. From a broad evolutionary perspective, the higher prevalence of male facial lesions matches theoretical expectations of high levels of male competition. In this light, Lambert's data (Lambert, 1994) showing significantly higher frontal involvement in males also supports this interpretation.

Projectile injury

The overall prevalence of craniofacial aggression at CA-ALA-329 does not stand out on a general worldwide basis, and certainly not in comparison to prehistoric populations from southern California. However, when considering perforating projectile injury, this group shows a higher prevalence (4.4%) than most other North American skeletal populations. There are few systematic reports of projectile injury that provide comparative prevalence data. From CA-SCL-038, a site located in the southern San Francisco Bay Area, four cases of embedded projectile injury were found in a large sample of 162 adults (2.5%) (Jurmain, 2001). However, by far, the largest and the most systematic study is from southern California. Lambert (1994, 1997) found a 5.1% prevalence of embedded projectile wounds in an adult sample (N = 1,006) derived from a broad regional study encompassing several thousand years. Lambert (1994) examined the temporal distribution of projectile injuries, and found a remarkable pattern in interpersonal violence. For the five temporal periods considered, projectile injury varied from a low of 1.0% in the earliest period to a peak at 12.1% in sites dating primarily from AD 980 to AD 1380 (Lambert, personal communication).

Comparisons between central and southern California are complicated by the use of different chronological systems, but can be generally adjusted by referring to calendar years for site dates. There are, as expected, some difficulties, particularly since some sites span multiple time periods. While no statistically significant difference was found between any of the periods of occupation at
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CA-ALA-329, the peak involvement (5.6%) occurred during the period dating from AD 900 to AD 1500. Because largely overlapping correlations in estimated dates of occupation from the Santa Barbara Channel area can be established with those seen at CA-ALA-329, it is possible to compare projectile injury prevalence in the two regions during essentially the same time period. In the Santa Barbara region there was an unusually sharp spike of prevalence in adults, rising to 12.1% (N = 232), as compared to 5.6% during the same general time period at CA-ALA-329. The difference in prevalence between the two areas is even more pronounced when considering individual sites from the Santa Barbara Channel area, where in one mainland site population (N = 21) the frequency reached 23.8% (Lambert, personal communication).

Sex and age distributions in the large Santa Barbara Channel sample are also intriguing. Males showed a significantly greater (2.7:1) involvement than females, with the peak involvement for both sexes among adults aged 26–40. At CA-ALA-329 the pattern of involvement in adults shows a significantly higher prevalence in individuals younger than 35 years, following a similar distribution to that found by Lambert (1994). In terms of sex differences, the ratio of greater male involvement (3:1) at CA-ALA-329 is very similar to that observed in the Santa Barbara Channel region, although not statistically significant in our sample.

More than showing a very high frequency of such aggression in the Santa Barbara Channel Area, Lambert's data also reveal an unusually high intensity of such behavior. Among the victims, 90% had more than one embedded projectile injury, and one unfortunate individual had five. Of the 15 affected individuals at CA-ALA-329, only two (13%; each with two wounds) had multiple injuries.

Other studies from California and elsewhere have not been as systematic, and thus rarely provide adequate data and controls to allow calculation of prevalence. Nevertheless, the data reported from these other studies generally show lower rates of involvement than the 4.4% prevalence at CA-ALA-329. For example, Tenney's (1986) survey of central California materials curated at the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology identified 18 projectiles embedded in 13 individuals in a total sample of 2,000. Elsewhere in North America, a fairly high degree of projectile injury has been reported in Tennessee by Smith (1996, 1997) where she found seven cases of cranial wounds. Recently, Steadman (2008) reported two embedded projectiles in a large collection of 268 individuals from Illinois.

The observed rates of trauma at CA-ALA-329 would likely have contributed noticeably to increased morbidity and mortality in the population. Lambert (1994, 1997) and others have noted that the actual prevalence of serious penetrating projectile wounds to prehistoric groups must certainly have been considerably higher than indicated solely by projectiles found embedded in bone. No doubt this is the case, and Milner's (2005) perceptive analysis of medical records from 19th century arrow wound patients suggests only about one-third of projectile injuries impacted bone.

Of particular note, in southern California the peak prevalence of such serious injuries was far higher than has yet been documented in central California, or, for that matter, anywhere else in North America. The full extent of serious and oftentimes fatal wounds in some of the Santa Barbara Channel populations at certain times must have posed an extreme challenge to population sustainability.

Both the frequency and nature of projectile trauma are likely closely linked to changes in the effectiveness of available weapons. In this light, Lambert (1994, 2002) has noted that in southern California the introduction of the bow and arrow after AD 500 may have contributed to increased levels of penetrating wounds, which, in turn, led to higher mortality.

The majority of projectile points recovered from CA-ALA-329 are primarily made of obsidian. During the Middle Period the principal weapon for hunting and warfare was the spear thrower (atlatl) used in conjunction with relatively large dart points. Some time around AD 1000 to AD 1300, bow and arrow technology was widely adopted in the Bay Area. This technology, marked by the presence of smaller finely flaked Stockton Serrated obsidian points, replaced the heavier atlatl dart projectiles (Milliken et al., 2007, Rosenthal et al., 2007). While certainly still a provisional hypothesis, it is possible that after AD 900 such technological changes influenced the increase in projectile injury at CA-ALA-329.

**Forearm Injury**

Interpretations of interpersonal aggression from patterns of forearm fracture have been controversial. Unlike projectile injury, which is unambiguous, or cranial injury (which is typically deliberate), the etiopathogenesis of forearm fracture is much less clear. Not surprisingly, clinical data show forearm fractures can result either from falls or from deliberate direct blows. In order to ascertain a more accurate diagnosis of various types of forearm injury and their presumed underlying etiology, we used recently suggested more precise radiographic techniques.

The results from this study suggest that forearm fracture in this population does not provide convincing diagnostic evidence relating to interpersonal aggression. Of the seven ulnar lesions evaluated radiographically, only one was of a transverse nature and thus suggestive of direct force trauma. Even in this case, it is not at all certain whether the injury was caused by a deliberate blow or the individual fell against a sharp object. However, it is perhaps notable that this adult male also was the victim of cranial vault injury, showing two healed depression fractures (one each to his frontal and occipital).

Because forearm injury lacks diagnostic specificity, its interpretation, even in this one suggestive case from CA-ALA-329, remains questionable. Gross analysis by itself appears not to be useful. More detailed radiographic assessment and specification of more rigorous diagnostic criteria have recently been clarified (Judd, 2008). Of further note, the one case of ulnar involvement in our sample does meet all four diagnostic criteria suggested by Judd. Nevertheless, evaluation of this method in our study or in others of a similar nature that rely solely on skeletal patterns observed in archaeological contexts obviously cannot provide a clear test of its validity. As a result, the oftentimes simplistic conclusions relating to “parry fractures” have led to over-diagnosis of this condition in the paleopathological literature. Until the etiopathogenesis of forearm fracture is more firmly established through more detailed and well-documented clinical series, its inclusion in evaluation of interpersonal aggression should be used with extreme caution.
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Perimortem bone modification

A recent influential report by Andrushko et al. (2005) on another site dating to the Middle Period (500 BC to AD 900) from the southern San Francisco Bay Area (CA­SCL-674) identified a further type of bone modification relating to interpersonal aggression. Several individuals were found lacking forearms/hands, two of whom also showed distal humeral perimortem modification. Further bioarchaeological evidence included the presence of drilled and polished radii and ulnae arguing for trophy taking as a likely behavior at this site.

A similar pattern of inferred trophy taking was encountered at two other Middle Period sites from the southern San Francisco Bay region. One of these (CA­ALA­328) is another earthen mound located adjacent to CA­ALA­329. Andrushko et al. (2005) identified five individuals from this site showing similar evidence of trophy taking as documented at CA­SCL­674. Additionally, at CA­SCL­478 six adult males exhibited evidence of perimortem trophy taking with four out of the six having upper limbs removed and three out of the six having severed lower limbs (Wiberg, 2002).

Moreover, less dramatic evidence of possible deliberate perimortem bone modification was also found at another Middle Period site further to the south in the Santa Clara Valley (Musladen et al., 1996). At this site (CA­SCL­732) possible bone modification was suggested in the elbow and/or hip in three individuals. But, unlike the clear patterns of bone changes and burial association at CA­SCL­674 or the evidence from CA­ALA­328 and CA­SCL­478, there was no evidence of trophy taking at CA­SCL­732.

Interpreting patterns of interpersonal aggression in central California

In contrast to the absence of trophy taking or other perimortem bone modification, after AD 500 at CA­ALA­329, projectile injury and craniofacial trauma apparently became more common. The introduction of the bow and arrow to central California around AD 1000 certainly could have influenced changing patterns of interpersonal aggression. New technology made more lethal forms of aggression possible and much more efficient at a distance.

While recognizing that generally interpersonal aggression in prehistoric California was quite high, it must be remembered that substantial variation is evident both geographically and temporally. In southern California the extremely high prevalence of both cranial vault injury and projectile wounds (the latter during one temporal period) has been interpreted by Lambert (1994, 1997) as related to resource depletion during extended periods of drought.

In the San Francisco Bay Area, current paleoenvironmental and archaeological research has also focused on how variation in availability of natural resources may have impacted the cultural history of local populations. Changes in resource exploitation have been suggested to be the result of macro-environmental changes, overhunting, or as a combination of several factors including technological shifts (Broughton 1994, 1999; Hildebrandt and Jones, 1992; Colten, 2002).

Nevertheless, for neither the San Francisco Bay Area nor the Santa Barbara Channel region has any consensus yet emerged regarding the primary factors influencing temporal changes in environment, resource availability, or political organization. What seem more agreed upon are some highly visible changes in patterns of human skeletal trauma. The very high rates of interpersonal aggression in the Santa Barbara Channel region indicate some aspect of environmental stress and/or political competition likely exerted extraordinary pressures leading to an equally extraordinary increase in interpersonal aggression.

Studies of population health provide additional insight on possible causative factors of interpersonal aggression. In southern California, the peak in interpersonal violence coincided with a marked decline in health of local populations (Lambert, 1994). Increases in the prevalence of several markers of physiological stress in Santa Barbara Channel area populations, especially among islanders, has been mainly attributed to resource stress and unstable environmental conditions (MCA), which negatively affected availability of food and water resources (Lambert 1993, 1994; Lambert and Walker 1991). A significant decline in health over time was also found among prehistoric inhabitants of the Sacramento Valley (Bartelink, 2006). In this latter study, deterioration of health corresponded with predictions derived from resource intensification models.

In contrast to the Santa Barbara area and Sacramento Valley, studies of health in San Francisco Bay Area populations, and from CA­ALA­329 in particular, revealed little significant temporal difference in health status (Bartelink, 2006; Nechayev, 2007). Skeletal markers of stress, such as enamel hypoplasia, porotic hyperostosis, cribra orbitalia, and periosteal reactions did not demonstrate significant change over time (Bartelink, 2006; Nechayev, 2007). It is possible that resource depression due to population increase, intensified exploitation of lower-ranked resources, and environmental instability during the MCA were more successfully mitigated in the San Francisco Bay Area than in other regions of California for which comparable data exist. However, more data on health status bracketing the MCA period is needed to address this hypothesis.

CONCLUSIONS

Interpersonal aggression was quite common in prehistoric California, and such behavior persisted in different regions for several millennia. Temporal changes are apparent in central California, with specialized treatment of the dead as reflected in perimortem bone modification/trophy taking occurring more often among earlier populations. Later in time, and including the period encompassing almost all burials recovered at CA­ALA­329, the evidence for trophy taking declines sharply. By contrast, the prevalence of other indicators of interpersonal aggression increased after AD 500 showing moderate levels of craniofacial injury and high levels of projectile wounds (many of which appear to have been lethal). This patterning of osseous indicators of interpersonal aggression differs from that seen in southern California as best documented from the Santa Barbara Channel area. In this region cranial vault injury is far more frequent, while projectile injury showed a sharp increase during one temporal period that corresponds with the period at CA­ALA­329 of the highest prevalence of such injuries. Nevertheless, even at its highest level, these injuries are only about one-half as prevalent as found in southern California.
CA-ALA-329 has yielded a large, well documented, and unusually well preserved skeletal sample. Nevertheless, it is just one site, and when compared to other more regionally based studies, provides only a fairly restricted temporal window into the past. In order to more fully understand the larger picture relating to interpersonal aggression and other bioarchaeological trends in central California, researchers need to emulate the successful models of regional research accomplished elsewhere in North America (Walker, 1989; Lambert, 1994; Smith, 1997) as well as some notable recent examples from other geographic areas (Lessa and Mendonça de Souza, 2004; Tung, 2007).
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